THE MEN & MICE DNS, DHCP AND IP ADDRESS MANAGEMENT SUITE
- Changing the way the world sees networks Men & Mice has nearly 30 years
of expert innovation in softwaredefined DNS, DHCP and IP Address
Management, creating future-focused
solutions that enable networks to
adapt to virtualization and mitigate the
shocks of digitization and mobility.
Some of the planet’s largest
enterprise networks are managed
through Men & Mice Suite. Wellknown for its non-disruptive
implementation and fast, efficient
performance in heterogeneous DNS
and DHCP environments, the Men
& Mice Suite is designed to address
the visibility and management
infrastructure, whether in hybrid or

How the Men & Mice Suite beneﬁts large enterprise networks:
multi-cloud network infrastructure brings all DNS, DHCP
and IPAM services into one view.

• Windows-based management console and web-based
management application provide optimal system visibility
and functionality.

• Fast, non-disruptive deployment maximizes network
availability during implementation.

• Fine-grained role-based user access management
reinforces network security.

• Intuitive, agnostic overlay design extends existing
network investments and increases ability to migrate
between environments and providers or switch vendors.

• Mitigate DNS error and DDoS attacks through xDNS
Redundancy™ across multiple DNS host platforms.

• Reliable REST, SOAP and JSON-RPC APIs build automation and customization into network management.

• Supports Response Rate Limiting (RRL) and Response
Policy Zones (RPZ).

• Unparalleled Active Directory integration offers real-time
synchronization and updates between critical IPAM, DNS
and DHCP components.

• Centralized audit trails and system health monitoring
enable optimal network availability and reporting.

unprecedented stability, performance,
automation and scalability.

Signiﬁcantly, the diversity of the Men & Mice Suite’s platform integration provides a solid and secure network foundation, while oﬀering the freedom
and ﬂexibility to move workloads, migrate data and scale networks up or down according to the shifts in current, and future, data mobility needs.
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*DNS zones need to be created and deleted
through Akamai's Luna Control Center.

